MLA Handbook 8th Edition Quick Guide

BOOKS

WORKS CITED examples

**Book with one author** (MLA Handbook, p 21)

**Book with 2 authors** (MLA Handbook, p 21)

**Book with 3 or more authors** (MLA Handbook, p 22)

**Book with one editor** (MLA Handbook, p 23)

IN-TEXT CITATION examples

General format is Author name and page #

**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(Laskas 52-53)

(Block and Betrus 171)

(Adler et al. 5)

(Vecchione 45)
**Book with two editors** (MLA Handbook, p 23)


**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(Rampersad and Herbold 120)

**Book with three editors** (MLA Handbook, p 23)


**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(Chalmers et al. 12)

**Book with corporate author** ((MLA Handbook, p 25)


**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(National Research Council 22)

**Chapter, article, essay, story, or poem in a collection or edited book** (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(Ondaatje 339)
E-book from a library subscription database (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


Direct quote or paraphrase: (Strong et al. 12)

ARTICLES: Print, Online, Database

WORKS CITED examples

Magazine article (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


IN-TEXT CITATION examples

Direct quote or paraphrase: (Estroff 29)

Newspaper article (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


Direct quote or paraphrase: (Connolly par. 6)
Journal article (1 author) (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


Direct quote or paraphrase:
(Fromm 250)

Journal article from a library-subscription, full-text DATABASE (MLA Handbook, p. 31)


Direct quote or paraphrase:
(Gaudet and Caron-Bourbonnais 170)

Journal article with a DOI (MLA Handbook, p. 48)


Direct quote or paraphrase:
(Cohler 48)
**Encyclopedia entry** (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


**WEB RESOURCES**

**WORKS CITED examples**

**Website, author unknown, no date** (MLA Handbook, p. 24-25, 117-118)


**Website, author known** (MLA Handbook, p. 30)


**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(Gerstel 393)

**IN-TEXT CITATION examples**

**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(“Guide” par. 2)

(Griffin par. 6)
## AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA

**WORKS CITED examples**

**Motion picture (film)** *(MLA Handbook, p. 24, 28)*


**Motion picture (film) from a database** *(MLA Handbook, p. 33)*


**YouTube video** *(MLA Handbook, p. 29)*


**IN-TEXT CITATION examples**

**Direct quote or paraphrase:**

(Abrahamson 00:32:02-34:14)

(Kechiche 01:15:17-17:02)

(bcwalden43 00:05:25-07:43)
Audio recording (online) (MLA Handbook, p. 28)


Direct quote or paraphrase: (Kinew 00:07:16-21)

Music recording (online) (MLA Handbook, p. 28)


Direct quote or paraphrase: (Shad and DJ T.lo 00:02:02-34)